
Chris Harvey 

From: SunHee Kim (HCT) [alondra@hct.co.kr]
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 4:12 AM
To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com
Cc: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com; lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com
Subject: Re: AXESSTEL INC., FCC ID: PH7MV430A, Assessment NO.: AN08T8294, Notice#1
Attachments: WLAN_Test Report_MV430A_Rev.1.pdf

8/26/2008

Hello Chris, 
  
Thank you for your comment. 
I was informed by our RF Engineer like below for this project.  
 
We used spectrum analyzer to measure output power with RBW=VBW=3MHz, Detector Mode=Peak and Trace= 
Maxhold. 
We actually followed Method #1, but didn't use 1 MHz of RBW, becauset we thought 1 MHz of RBW is too small 
to measure WLAN device. 
So, according your comment, we re-measured the output power. I¡¯m sorry to make confuse you. 
If you have more comments, please let me know asap. 

Best Regards, 
SunHee Kim 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: <charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com> 
To: <alondra@hct.co.kr> 
Cc: <charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com>; <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 22, 2008 10:59 PM 
Subject: AXESSTEL INC., FCC ID: PH7MV430A, Assessment NO.: AN08T8294, Notice#1 
 
> Dear Sun Hee, I have completed the reviews of the above referenced applicatiuon (and the associated PCS application 
under the same FCC ID:) and have the following item that needs to be addressed: 
>  
> The WLAN RF power documented in the test report needs to be clarified to be in compliance with the FCC DTS 
Measurement Procedure (this is the same situation for AN08T8291/8292). 
>  
> http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/oetcf/kdb/forms/FTSSearchResultPage.cfm?id=21124&switch=P 
>  
>  
> The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application. Failure 
to provide the requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and 
forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. Any 
questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the 
sender. 
>  
> Best regards,  
>  
> Chris Harvey 
> Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com  
>  
>  
> 


